GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR DIRECTOR DECISION

—

DD2148

Title: Approval of Costs for Royal Docks Team Office Move

Executive Summary:

The relocation of the new Royal Docks team to the Siemens Crystal was tabled on 1 7th May 2017 and
subsequent scoping work has been undertaken to cost the project. This paper requests £141 K to rent
the space and equip the team with IT for the first 12 months of the team’s operation.

Decision:

That the Executive Director of Housing and Land approves £141 K for the relocation of the team.

AUTHORISING DIRECTOR

I have reviewed the request and am satisfied it is correct and consistent with the Mayor’s plans and
priorities.
It has my approval.
Name: David Lunts

Position: Executive Director Housing and
Land

Signature:

Date:
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PART I

-

NON-CONFIDENTIAL FACTS AND ADVICE

Decision required

1.

—

supporting report

Introduction and background
1.1. The Mayor approved the setting up of a new dedicated resource to be based in the Royal Docks on
22 February 2017 and MD2049 establishes the budget for early delivery projects, including the
office set up costs. A number of options were considered in a paper taken to EZ Programme Board
(EZPB) in May and included in confidential appendix 1. Following analysis of the options the room
in the Siemens Crystal was agreed to be the most suitable option, despite its limited size. The EZPB
paper is appended for information; for brevity therefore this paper is concerned only with the
financial ramifications.

1.2. The indicative costs for the office move are broken down as follows:
IT
Office move and legal
Storage and furniture
Misc items (post, training, comms etc)
Items contained in Confidential part 2

09K
£4K
00K
BOK
E62K

1 .3 The space available is relatively small; this has been considered by our FM team and with meetings
and flexible working this is considered adequate. We have negotiated a reduced rate for the room
with an additional charge for meeting rooms. The cost of the room is contained in confidential part
2. We have received heads of terms and, subject to DO approval, are targeting occupation by 8th
August. This would be documented by way of a licence for a 12 month period with a three month
mutual break, capable of extension.
1 .4 The Crystal meeting rooms are relatively costly as they are the basis of their external hire
conferencing facilities and only available by the day or half day. To mitigate the risk of finandal
exposure we have discussed the use of a dedicated meeting room at the Good Hotel which would be
permanently available for team use for a flat rate, available from September 2017 (costs in
confidential part 2). This would be a fitted out, branded room with a separate entrance which would
provide a more bespoke, informal space to meet and has the additional benefit of providing overspill
desk space when necessary. The Good Hotel has reception facilities for greeting guests and catering
when needed. Key meetings such as the Royal Docks Enterprise Board would still take place at the
Crystal and we have allowed a sum for this (contained in part 2)
1.5 The team will consist of 15 EfEs. The room will have seven fixed desktop PCs available on a hotdesk
basis There will be a furtherS laptops and 4 ‘touchdown’ spaces for their use which gives an
approximate desk ratio of 0.75.
1 .6 We have sought advice from internal IT who have advised that the cost of this will be circa 05K,
broken down as follows:
Laptops (Windows)
Desktop PCs
Mobile phones (10 new roles only)
Printer

j E1OK
E6K
£4K
ESK

1.7 In addition, we may require a small legal budget to document both the occupation of the Good Hotel
and the Crystal and for the physical move. We have allowed £4K for this.
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1.8 Further expenditure items include a suitable table for hatdesking, secure cabinets for storing laptops
and ad hoc storage (which will evolve once the team is in situ). We estimate this cost at £20K,
though further quotes will be sought as the need emerges.
1.9 We anticipate further running costs throughout the year to be in the region of SOK, to include
training, refreshments, post, couriers, promotion and signage.
1 lOin parallel there are further discussions and a scoping exercise under way with New London
Architecture to assess the feasibility of setting up a larger office/marketing suite to tell the story of
the City in the East and the Royal Docks more widely. This is at an early stage but has been
welcomed by the Advisory Board which met on 28tI June 2017. Decisions regarding the short-term
office space have kept this in mind in terms of the lease lengths under consideration and the level of
fit out to be undertaken.
2.

3.

4.

Objectives and expected outcomes
2.1. The purpose of locating the team in the Docks is to provide a focused, on-site team to promote and
develop the area. Whilst the team will be permanent the initial office space need not be, and it is
intended that flexibility is built in given the potential for new development around the Docks.

Equality comments
3.1. Both the Crystal and the Good Hotel meeting rooms are fully wheelchair accessible and the move
presents no further equality issues.
Other considerations
A) Risks: The size of the space requires careful consideration, and once the team have settled into

a routine an element of flexible working will need to be considered to allow e.g. working from
home and/or City Hall.
B) The overall objective of this approval is to accelerate and maximise the regeneration of the EZ by

having staff on site and we consider this room large enough to accommodate sufficient staff to
do this.
C) Officers in the Strategic Projects and Property and at the London Borough of Newham have
been consulted in the development of the project specifications and outputs.
5.

Financial comments
5.1. This decision requests approval to expend up-to £141k for the relocation of the new Royal Docks
team to the Siemens Crystal building. This can be contained within the budget allocated in
MD2049. The above costs are a mixture of equipment/legal/rent and running costs estimated for
the year (please refer to Sections 1.6— 1.9 above, as well as Part 2 for further details).
5.2. This expenditure is to be funded from Royal Docks EZ Projects Delivery Budget within Housing &
Land directorate and will be incurred in 201 7/18 financial year.

6.

Legal comments
6.1 Section 30 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999 (as amended) (GLA Act) gives the Mayor a
general power to do anything which he considers will further one or more of the principal purposes
of the GLA as set out in section 30(2) which are:
Promoting economic development and wealth creation in Greater London;
i.
Promoting social development in Greater London; and
ii.
iii. Promoting the improvement of the environment in Greater London
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and, in formulating the proposals in respect of which a decision is sought, officers confirm they have
complied with the GLA’s related statutory duties to:
•
•

•

pay due regard to the principle that there should be equality of opportunity for all
people;
consider how the proposals will promote the improvement of health of persons in Greater
London, promote the reduction of health inequalities between persons living in Greater
London, contribute towards the achievement of sustainable development in the United
Kingdom and contribute towards the mitigation of or adaptation to climate change in
the United Kingdom; and
consult with appropriate bodies.

6.2 Sections 1 3 of this report indicate that the decision requested made of the Director falls within the
GLA’s statutory powers.
-

7.

Planned delivery approach and next steps
Activity
Procurement of IT equipment and set up
Licence agreement with Siemens

Timeline
8th
August
gth
August

Appendices and supporting papers:

Confidential Appendix 1
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Public access to information
Information in this form (Part 1)15 subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOl Act) and will be
made available on the GLA website within one working day of approval.

If immediate publication risks compromising the implementation of the decision (for example, to
complete a procurement process), it can be deferred until a specific date. Deferral periods should be
kept to the shortest length strictly necessary.
Note: This form (Part 1) will either be publi5hed within one working day after approval or on the defer
date.
Part 1 Deferral:
Is the publication of Part 1 of this approval to be deferred? NO
Part 2 Confidentiality: Only the facts or advice considered to be exempt from disclosure under the Ed
Act should be in the separate Part 2 form, together with the legal rationale for non-publication.
Is there a part 2 form

—

YES

ORIGINATING OFFICER DECLARATION:

Drafting officer
ca[olinei:amerpn has drafted this report in accordance with GLA procedures and
confirms that:

Drafting officer to
confirm the
following (“)

Assistant Director/Head of Service:
Simon Powell has reviewed the documentation and is satisfied for it to be referred to
the Sponsoring Director for approval.
Financial and Legal advice:
The Financend Lfgal teams (Claire Mason and Orkhan Ahmadov) have commented
on this proposal, and this decision reflects their comments.

V

Corporate Investment Board:
The Corporate Investment Board reviewed this proposal on 31 July 2017
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RESOURCES:

I confirm that financial and legal implications have been appropriately considered in the preparation of
this report.
Signature
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